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Although the high-performance computing (HPC) community increasingly embraces object-oriented programming (OOP),
most HPC OOP projects employ the C++ programming language. Until recently, Fortran programmers interested in mining
the benefits of OOP had to emulate OOP in Fortran 90/95. The advent of widespread compiler support for Fortran 2003 now
facilitates explicitly constructing object-oriented class hierarchies via inheritance and leveraging related class behaviors such as
dynamic polymorphism. Although C++ allows a class to inherit from multiple parent classes, Fortran and several other OOP
languages restrict or prohibit explicit multiple inheritance relationships in order to circumvent several pitfalls associated with them.
Nonetheless, what appears as an intrinsic feature in one language can be modeled as a user-constructed design pattern in another
language.The present paper demonstrates how to apply the facade structural design pattern to support a multiple inheritance class
relationship in Fortran 2003. The design unleashes the power of the associated class relationships for modeling complicated data
structures yet avoids the ambiguities that plague some multiple inheritance scenarios.

1. Introduction

Object-oriented programming originated in the late 1960s
with the invention of the Simula 67 computer programming
language. Since the early 1980s several modern programming
languages, including C++, Java, Python, and Ruby, have
been developed with explicit support for OOP from their
inception. Several older languages, including Ada, BASIC,
Lisp, Pascal, and Fortran, have evolved to support OOP in
their modern versions [1]. Of these two groups, Fortran
and C++ find the most frequent use in high-performance
computing [2]. Due to the longer history of C++ support
for OOP, a much more extensive body of literature exists
for describing best practices in C++. The recent advent
of widespread compiler support for the OOP features of
the Fortran 2003 and 2008 standards offers an exciting
opportunity to develop and promulgate idioms for expressing
OOP concepts in Fortran [3]. The current article focuses on
one such idiom: multiple inheritance.

The primary unit of decomposition in OOP is the object.
The early stages of any object-oriented software design
process involve defining classes of objects encapsulating the
problem data and methods that manipulate the encapsulated
data. The methods, referred to as type-bound procedures

(TBP) in Fortran, provide functionality to the objects and
the objects’ users [4]. The objects can be organized into
class hierarchies to define complex data relationships. One
important feature most OOP language provide is dynamic
polymorphism: the ability of an object at one level in the
hierarchy to respond to invocations of methods inherited
from one of the object’s ancestors in the hierarchy.

Numerous designs can accomplish a desired task, but
certain recurring design problems arise. In object-oriented
design, the set of common solutions for recurring problems
are termed design patterns. Designs that express these pat-
terns typically exhibit higher quality in various respects [5].
Experienced software developers leverage design patterns to
implement class hierarchies that have proven effective in
solving a specific design problem across a variety of applica-
tion domains. HPC projects that employ patterns include the
open-source parallel solver libraries Trilinos (http://trilinos
.sandia.gov/) and Parallel Sparse Basic Linear Algebra Sub-
routines (PSBLAS) (http://www.ce.uniroma2.it/psblas/).

Design patterns imbue several desirable properties in
software: flexibility, maintainability, reusability, and scalabil-
ity. As an example, consider the Mediator pattern. Com-
mon design problems involving a fully connected graph
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connecting interacting objects can be reduced to simple star
graph by the Mediator pattern [6]. A Mediator is a single
object that directs communication between𝑁 other objects,
thereby reducing the communication links from 𝑂(𝑁2) to
𝑂(𝑁). The resultant reduction in complexity increases the
maintainability of the code and the scalability of the design
up to more classes than would otherwise prove feasible.
PSBLAS, for example, defines different compressed storage
schemes for its sparse matrix objects. Because the scalability
of certain operations is improved by using specific storage
representations, there is functionality within the library to
transform the storage scheme of its objects. The library uses
the Mediator pattern to manage the number of procedures
that must be implemented to convert the compressed storage
representation of sparse matrix objects [7].

Interface reusability is another desirable software prop-
erty.The Factory Method pattern defines a unifying interface
for constructing objects across different classes that sup-
port the unified construction interface. Xpetra, a package
in Trilinos, uses the Factory Method pattern to defer the
instantiation of actual objects to an appropriate subclass
implemented in other packages.

Inheritance addresses another important concern in soft-
ware design: implementation reuse. Inheritance involves con-
structing child classes that automatically acquire attributes
and methods of a parent class. One form of inheritance,
multiple inheritance, incorporates functionality from more
than one ancestor class.

Multiple inheritance also proves useful in applications
where a programmer prefers class relationships structured
into a lattice rather than a strict tree hierarchy class rela-
tionship structure [8]. Lattices and multiple inheritance find
specific use in separating an application’s interface from its
implementation [9].

OOP language designers have chosen different levels of
support for multiple inheritance. Each language that explic-
itly supports multiple inheritance must resolve ambiguities
that might arise. The diamond problem, a common ancestor
delegation dilemma problem, is an example of an ambiguity
that arises when two classes 𝐵 and 𝐶 inherit from a class 𝐴.
If a class 𝐷 in turn inherits from 𝐵 and 𝐶, then any method
in 𝐴 overridden with implementations in 𝐵 and 𝐶 but not in
𝐷 has two alternative and ambiguous implementations when
invoked on𝐷: the implementation fromparent𝐵or that from
parent 𝐶 (if the method is not overwritten by𝐷) [10].

Several OOP languages fully support multiple inheri-
tance. These languages include C++, Python, Perl, and Curl.
C++ partially resolves ambiguities such as those previously
cited by enforcing explicit qualification, as each path in the
inheritance structure is followed separately [8]. Java, Ruby,
and C# limit support to inheritance from only one class
implementation; however, a class can implement multiple
interfaces (Java terminology), which would correspond to
extending multiple abstract classes in Fortran terminology,
but Fortran prohibits even this limited form of multiple
inheritance.

What appears as an intrinsic feature of one language,
however, might appear as a user-defined design pattern in

another language. In this sense, design patterns are progra-
mming-language-independent. Only the degree of language
support for the pattern varies. The Prototype pattern [6], for
example, is a common user-defined pattern in C++ that is an
intrinsic language feature in Fortran 2008 [7].

Publishing techniques for emulating unsupported aspects
of OOP in Fortran has a long history. Starting in the mid-
1990s, several groups published strategies for emulating OOP
in Fortran 90/95 [11–15]. Scientific programming developers
have also implemented design patterns in Fortran 90/95
before object-oriented compiler support [16]. No publication
of which the current author is aware addresses emulating
multiple inheritance in Fortran. Section 2 of this paper
describes a multiple inheritance pattern using Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) diagrams [17]. Section 3 presents a
sample implementation of the pattern leveraging the OOP
features of the Fortran 2003 standard. The latest released
versions of at least six Fortran compilers support all of the
OOP features employed in Section 3: the IBM, Intel, Cray,
Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG), Portland Group, and
GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) compilers [3]. Section 4
discusses the results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology: Multiple Inheritance Pattern

The model presented in this section applies a Facade soft-
ware design pattern to support the implementation of a
multiple inheritance pattern in Fortran 2003. In general, the
Facade structural design pattern can be used to reduce the
complexity of a system and decouple multiple dependencies
between subsystems. The client interacts directly with the
facade, which provides a simple and unified interface to
a set of subsystems [6]. In following a format similar to
that prescribed by Gamma et al., this section describes the
proposed multiple inheritance design pattern by using a set
of key features: intent, motivation, applicability, participants,
collaborators, and implementation.

(i) Intent: create a superclass that inherits functionality
from a set of subclasses. Support class modularity by
allowing a program structure where the capabilities
of a superclass result from inheriting the features that
are implemented by different subclasses.

(ii) Motivation: the collection of capabilities of a system
is better implemented by using a structure set of
subsystems. Each subsystem is responsible for imple-
menting a specific capability. This module structure
contributes to data and functionality encapsulation
and enables the reusability of the different subsystems.
The complexity of the system ismanaged byminimiz-
ing the communication and dependencies between
the different components in the system.
Consider for example the basic constructs involved in
a linear algebra application such as vectors, scalars,
andmatrices. In a parallel programming environment
these constructs could take the form of superclasses
that encapsulate distributed data, and basic function-
ality for data redistribution and communication, as
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well as functionality for basic computations, floating-
point operations, and memory management, among
others. If each of the different functionalities previ-
ously mentioned is implemented separately both the
vector andmatrix classes can reuse each of the classes
responsible for the implementation of their common
capabilities.

(iii) Applicability: the multiple inheritance pattern is used
when a newly created class, which we refer to as
a superclass, inherits the properties and behavior
of multiple classes. The superclass delegates to its
appropriate subclass any request for functionality
implementedwithin the subclass, whether the request
is generated inside the superclass or by an outside
client using the superclass.

(iv) Participants and Collaborators: Figure 1 shows aUML
class diagram of the multiple inheritance pattern. A
similar data structure is commonly used within the
Epetra (http://trilinos.sandia.gov/packages/epetra/)
foundational package of the Trilinos library. In
this case, the classes object distribution and
object computation are part of the subsystems
responsible for implementing the specific features
related to data distribution and computation of
floating-point operations, respectively.

The object distribution class is one of the
classes in a subsystem that implements all the
functionality required to address data redistribution
and enable import and export capabilities. The
class object computation is included in a sub-
system that computes and reports computation of
floating-point operations. The system, embodied
by the vector class, makes use of the collection of
capabilities.

The vector class could modify the implemen-
tation of any TBP of the two inherited classes
or implement new functionality using both inher-
ited classes. In an OOP language that explicitly
supports multiple inheritance, the vector class
inherits from both object distribution and
object computation. All procedures attached to
these classes thereby would be directly available to
vector objects.

(v) Implementation: the proposed multiple inheritance
pattern emulates the language-provided multiple
inheritance of C++ and can be viewed as an appli-
cation of the Facade pattern. Figure 2 provides a
UML class diagram describing the proposed multiple
inheritance pattern.

The model embeds a Facade pattern to collect all the
classes that are to be inherited by the vector class.
The created lattice structure comprises three class-
es: object distribution, object computation,
and facade. The facade class combines the func-
tionality provided by two demonstrative classes:
object distribution andobject computation.

Object distribution

+ Import

+ Import

Object computation

ExtendsExtends

Vector

+ FlopCount

+ FlopCount

Figure 1: UML class diagram for multiple inheritance pattern,
which is provided by the compiler in languages like C++.The vector
class inherits from two other classes: object distribution and object
computation.

Object distribution

+ Import

Object computation

Extends Extends
Extends

Vector

+ FlopCount

+ Import
+ FlopCount

Facade

Figure 2: UML class diagram for proposed multiple inheritance
pattern Fortran implementation. The facade class aggregates the
functionality encapsulated in object distribution and object com-
putation and provides a unified interface for the classes the vector
class inherits.

The vector class shown could be any class that must
extend the collection of classes handled by facade.

3. Results: Fortran Implementation

The Fortran implementation for emulating multiple inher-
itance with the previously described model is shown in
Listings 1–4. Multiple inheritance is applied to enhance the
number of capabilities available to a superclass. The design
uses a Facade to collect all inherited functionality froma set of
subclasses that form the lattice data structure. In this example,
the data structure encapsulates functionality related to data
distribution and computation capabilities.

As part of a subsystem that enables data distribu-
tion the object distribution class, in Listing 1, includes
the import method. This type-bound procedure allows
vector to change the layout of its data in memory. The
object computation class, shown in Listing 2, encap-
sulates floating point operation functionality and allows
vector objects access to the floating-points operations per-
formed by the superclass.
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(1) module object distribution concrete

(2) implicit none

(3) private

(4) public:: object distribution

(5) type:: object distribution

(6) contains

(7) procedure:: import

(8) end type

(9) contains

(10) subroutine import(this)

(11) class(object distribution), intent(in):: this

(12) print ∗, ‘Import
⊔
Data
⊔
Functionality’

(13) end subroutine

(14) end module

Listing 1: Implementation for object distribution class.

(1) module object computation concrete

(2) implicit none

(3) private

(4) public:: object computation

(5) type:: object computation

(6) contains

(7) procedure:: FlopCount

(8) end type

(9) contains

(10) subroutine FlopCount(this)

(11) class (object computation), intent(in):: this

(12) print ∗, ‘Count
⊔
floating

⊔
point

⊔
operations’

(13) end subroutine

(14) end module

Listing 2: Implementation for object computation class.

The source code in Listing 1 illustrates several OOP
features, including data encapsulation support. In For-
tran, the private and public keywords (lines 3-4) con-
trol access to members of the type. Members defined
with public are accessible to any part of the program. Con-
versely, members defined with private are not accessible to
code outside the scope of the module in which the type is
defined. The implicit none statement on line 2 prevents
implicit variable instantiation and forces programmers to
declare all variables before they are used.

The facade class collects the functionality of the sub-
classes through inheritance and composition (see Listing
3). The constructor function (lines 16–19) returns a
facade object after invoking intrinsic structure construc-
tors for each data member, my flop, and the extended
object distribution class. Fortran automatically pro-
vides an intrinsic structure constructor that returns an object
wherein any private data components inside the object
take on programmer-defined default initializations. Public
state variables can be initialized by passing arguments to

the structure constructor or by overloading the derived
type name and providing a programmer-defined constructor
function.The later is amore desired approachwhen following
an object-oriented programming paradigm, which requires
private state variables for the derived type data components.
In this code example, (lines 17-18) construction relies upon
default initializations and therefore requires no arguments.
Through inheritance, object distribution gives facade
objects, and any of its extended classes, full access to
object distributions’s TBP. The composition relation-
ship use for object computation forces facade to create
a TBP, FlopCount. This procedure invokes the implemen-
tation of FlopCount associated with the facade my flop
component.

The Vector superclass, shown in Listing 4, represents
any derived type that accesses, through the inheritance of
facade, all the collective functionality from the subclasses
in the lattice structure.

The design described aggregates within facade all the
classes that must be inherited by the vector derived data
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(1) module facade concrete

(2) use object distribution concrete, only: object distribution

(3) use object computation concrete, only: object computation

(4) implicit none

(5) private

(6) public :: facade

(7) type, extends(object distribution):: facade

(8) type(object computation):: my flop

(9) contains

(10) procedure:: FlopCount

(11) end type

(12) interface facade

(13) module procedure constructor

(14) end interface

(15) contains

(16) type(facade) function constructor()

(17) constructor%object distribution=object distribution()

(18) constructor%my flop=object computation()

(19) end function

(20) subroutine FlopCount(this)

(21) class(facade), intent(in):: this

(22) call this%my flop%FlopCount()

(23) end subroutine

(24) end module

Listing 3: Additional level of abstraction used to incorporate all classes to be inherited.

(1) module foo concrete

(2) use facade concrete, only: facade

(3) implicit none

(4) private

(5) public:: foo

(6) type, extends(facade):: foo

(7) end type

(8) interface foo

(9) module procedure constructor

(10) end interface

(11) contains

(12) type(foo) function constructor()

(13) constructor%facade=facade()

(14) end function

(15) end module

Listing 4: Vector class taking advantage of multiple inheritance.

type. The facade class adds a level of indirection to encap-
sulate the multiple classes that are to be inherited. The type-
bound procedures in the facade class provide Vector with
direct access to the implementations in the parent classes in
Listings 1 and 2.

The aforementioned diamond problem could occur when
implementing the UML diagram shown in Figure 3. The
object class holds some common, high-level, required
functionality such as memory management. As such, any
derived data type that implements a new capability must

extend the object class. This behavior is enforced through
an Object pattern and has been used in a reference-counting
package [18, 19].TheObject pattern named after a like-named
feature in Java propagates common functionality throughout
a class hierarchy by establishing a base class that serves as a
universal ancestor of all classes in a given package [20, 21].
If an abstract class defines the universal parent object, a
designer could employ deferred bindings, which comprise
type-bound procedures with only their function signatures
specified. Writing deferred bindings provides a hook for
accessing a particular capability in all concrete classes further
down the hierarchy. Another approach provides a default
implementation within the parent class; in this case, sub-
classes have the option to overwrite the procedure unless the
deferred binding has the non overridable attribute.

In an application where the object class publishes an
interface for a TBP free memory, the diamond problem
will arise if concrete implementations are furnished by the
concrete classes object distribution and object com-
putation. Given that the vector class extends both con-
crete classes, invoking the free memory method poses a
dilemma: it is unclear which concrete implementation should
be used. The pattern implementation shown in Figure 2
avoids this common ancestor dilemma; in this case, if wewere
to invoke the free memory method, the implementation
used would be given by object distribution class with
no ambiguity.

The pattern implemented in Listings 1–4 can also address
the needs of a software application where the desired behav-
ior requires the use of both concrete implementations of
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Object distribution
+ Import

+ Import

Object computation

Extends

Extends Extends

Extends

Vector

+ FlopCount

+ FlopCount

Object

+ Free memory

+ Free memory

+ Free memory

+ Free memory

Figure 3: Unified modeling language (UML) class diagram for
multiple inheritance diamond problem, given an interface for type-
bound procedure free memory.

the free memory type-bound procedure. In such cases, the
procedure should be overwritten within the object class, to
invoke the implementations of the different parent classes. If
the user code requires knowledge of the parent TBP invoked
by facade, that could be discovered at runtimewith Fortran’s
extends type of intrinsic procedure.

4. Discussion

The multiple inheritance pattern implementation discussed
in Section 3 requires little work to incorporate additional
functionality into the lattice structure. The facade used to
emulate multiple inheritance with this pattern can be better
exploited when the application requires that this collective
functionality be used by several different superclasses. New
functionality can be added to all the objects in the application,
or all superclasses of interest, by specifying a new component
in the facade class, corresponding to the derived type of the
new features.

In themodel described, the inheritance ofmultiple classes
is achieved by inheriting one of the classes and aggregating
the rest of the classes in the set providing the collective
functionality. In the example, the set is given by classes at
the hierarchy level of object distribution and object
computation. The class that should be inherited by the
facade derived data type, which encapsulates the multiple
inheritance, is given by the class with the procedure imple-
mentation that would generally satisfy the inheritance path
appropriate for the specific application.

In applications where all inheritance paths must be
followed, the free memory type-bound procedure should be
overwritten within the facade class. Its new implementation
will invoke the concrete implementation of the method for
each one of the classes providing the collective functionality.
Overwriting methods within this pattern’s facade class
affords the programmer the flexibility of implementing the
desired behavior and at the same time circumvents the occur-
rence of possible ambiguities in the subclasses. A multiple

inheritance design pattern implementation solely based on
aggregation could prove valuable if the collective function-
ality requires a complex interaction between the different
methods provided by the subclasses.

5. Conclusion

The discussed model presents a safe solution for emulat-
ing multiple inheritance in Fortran 2003/2008. The pattern
avoids the ambiguities that commonly arise when dealing
with lattice data structures and at the same time provides the
means for supporting different implementations. Different
behaviors within a given software application can be sup-
ported depending on the inheritance path that needs to be
followed. The pattern can successfully address the needs of
applications where either a single concrete implementation of
a method is required or applications where the implementa-
tion of the methods for each of the subclasses in the structure
must be invoked.
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